Keep your pipeline running smoothly with our reliable pig signallers.

Our pig signallers show when a pig has left a launcher, arrived in a receiver or passed a certain location in a pipeline. The omni-directional trigger design ensures that the signaller is effective and reliable regardless of its orientation. Designed with ease of installation in mind, it is nearly impossible to install the pig signaller incorrectly as it functions at any angle on the pipe. All of our signallers cover ANSI 150 to 2500 pressure ratings and operate at temperatures up to 248°F.

**Features and Benefits**
- No dynamic seal
- Omni-directional trigger
- Failsafe trigger that is not initiated by vibration or flow
- Easy installation
- Prevents false signals
- Less maintenance
- Increased stability even in hostile environments

**Installation Configurations**
- Direct welded
- Direct mounted with ball valve
- Flange connection
- Flange connection with ball valve
- Can be adapted to existing installations